AIS Service Catalog
BUILT FOR

Accelerate Your Journey to Scaled Enterprise
Cloud DevOps

Are your Development Teams creating their own “shadow
IT” cloud environments?

At Applied Information Sciences (AIS), we
are committed to leveraging innovative
technologies that enable transformative
change for our customers within their
organizations and industries.

Development Teams must meet aggressive time-to-market pressures from
business units. As a result, they want to quickly provision cloud resources
in a self-service model. However, IT Operations must not only manage who
can provision cloud resources, but also
limit choices to enterprise-approved

After years of guiding enterprises and
government agencies through their journey
to Enterprise Cloud DevOps, AIS created the
Service Catalog for Microsoft Azure.
Configured with Microsoft Azure Resource
Manager (ARM), provision and configure
your enterprise-approved Azure resources
in a self-service portal.

technologies. How can IT enforce
corporate governance while
promoting cloud adoption?

“IT must determine how to enable
business units while enforcing
corporate governance to promote
responsible [cloud] adoption.”
Mark Russinovich, Azure CTO 1

Jumpstart your DevOps journey today!
Ask about the AIS Service Catalog for
Microsoft Azure Private Preview

Key Benefits
Meet time-to-market demands by
quickly provisioning Azure resources in a
self-service marketplace
Enforce IT policies by limiting choices to
enterprise-approved resources

Provision from a marketplace of Enterprise-approved products

Provision enterprise-approved Azure resources in a secure,
self-service portal

Manage security with Azure Active
Directory

AIS Service Catalog is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provisioning portal

Reduce costs through consistent
monitoring and reporting of provisioned
cloud resources

for Azure cloud resources without requiring privileged access to the Azure
subscription. Provisioning permissions are managed with your
enterprise Azure Active Directory. A ‘product catalog’ of your enterprise-

No product lock-in all your information
is stored in your subscription using
non-proprietary formats
Centralized repository for enterprisewide blueprints for common, approved &
reusable products

approved Azure resources is created with Azure Resource Manager (ARM)
templates. However, there is no product lock-in - you retain ownership of
these ARM templates and any provisioned Azure resources even if you no
longer use Service Catalog.
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Enforce IT Policies in the Product Catalog
Enforce your enterprise’s IT policies in the product definitions. Jumpstart
the product definition with the included drag-and-drop designer, or
leverage over 250 open-source ARM templates publically available in
Github. Products can be as simple as a single resource, or as complicated
as a multiple resource production environment for a development team.

AIS Service Catalog Private Preview:
AIS Service Catalog is currently available
as a Private Preview. We are seeking
prospective enterprises to use the
product, for FREE, in exchange for
feedback on the current features and
future roadmap items.
There is minimal risk involved. Any
product definitions (ARM templates and
policies) and provisioned Azure resources
are retained by the customer, even if
Service Catalog is no longer used.
Try it today!

Request a Demonstration
Accelerate the Definition of your Product Catalog

Gain insights into your Azure cloud usage and spend
Logically group provisioned resources in assigned Subscriptions and
Resource Groups. Through the use of ARM Policies, Service Catalog
enforces consistent tagging of Azure resources at provisioning, allowing

See if AIS Service Catalog for Microsoft
Azure is the right choice to jumpstart
your journey to cloud DevOps.

Phone: 703-860-7800
Email: sales@aisteam.com

for effective monitoring through a variety of tools including Enterprise
Azure Portal and Microsoft PowerBI.

11400 Commerce Park Drive
Suite 600
Reston, VA 20191
twitter.com/aisteam
linkedin.com/appliedis
blog.appliedis.com/feed
facebook.com/appliedis
Manage Azure Spend and Chargeback

Get Started in Minutes
As a SaaS offering, there are minimal onboarding costs as no installation
is required. Simply enroll one or more Azure subscriptions, define your
enterprise’s product catalog, and begin provisioning right away. Get
started now!

Microsoft®, Azure®, and Azure Resource Manager® are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft® Corporation in the United States
and/or other countries.

